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Reddit audiophile headphone guide

I see people suggesting this guide to uninformed users looking for information, but highly suggest only Googled for older reddit threads with headphone keywords and different types of headphones in which you are interesting. There are thousands of archive conversations just about on any headphones
here if you search. Comments on page 2 Place to discuss, News, reviews and DIY projects related to portable audio, headphones, headphone amplifiers and DACs.Be the most performed towards your fellow redditorsAsk buying and shopping questions in Shopping and setting help deskNo off-topic or
speaker contentAsk tech support and general questions in Shopping and setup Help Desk know that there are tips to buying sticky threads, but allows us to face it: almost NONE of them GET AN ANSWER. So, is there a publication of purchase advice or a guide associated with this thread? Something
that lists all the best speeds/settings for certain price ranges and people's thoughts about them? Page 2 14 comments i.imgur.com/BK9Pc....Page 2i.imgur.com/BK9Pc.... Okay, I hope I have the right subreddit... Now I'm looking for new earphones and I have a few questions: What's the difference
between a balanced restructure and a dynamic driver when it comes to sound quality? (I know the essence of how each of them works, google saw on it) What universal in-ear phones would you recommend to me? Price is not a big problem... I have to spend about $1,000. Should I bother with
DAC/AMP? Does anyone here have custom monitors in their ear? Should I consider buying one? What are the falls and falls? Are there any references here? Should I go to headphones with more fun listening curves (Slightly V-shaped) or as precise and flat as possible? To put things in context, I have a
good part of my music in Apple Lossless, some of it is in 256 Kbps AAC or 320 Kbps Mp3. Last headphones I used... they were Vmoda Vibes - awful, looking back at them - were basshead headphones... :P Playing around with my current home sound system, and equalizing, I really like it better when the
songs sound a little more balanced, but I lean toward a V-shaped curve. just a touch of elevated Bass and treble, but I don't want the middles to feel dented. Any help you can give me will be highly appreciated, even if you answer only one of my questions. I know it's a lot. thank you very much. Page
2Posted byKEF LS50w | KEF LSX | NuF HEM 8 | &amp;About H4 | Airpods Pro | HomePod8 years comments Place to discuss, news, reviews and DIY projects related to portable audio, headphones, headphone amplifiers and DACs.Be most performed according to your fellow redditorsAsk purchases
and shopping questions in Shopping and Setup Help DeskNo off-topic or speaker contentAsk technical support and general questions in Shopping and Help Desk I am currently working with hyperx cloud alphas. They have great sound and are a hybrid of open and closed rear headphones, but I still feel
like they're a very lucklaster. I hope there's some lists on the headphones (preferrably open back). It does not have to be a gaming head set as I can use a mod microphone or table microphone. Thank you! Page 2 7 comments Welcome to r / headphoneadvice! This sticky is to provide users with an
additional resource for tutorials, reviews, community forums, measurements and anything else that can be useful for those looking for their first headset, upgrading equipment, adding to their collection or anything in between. Most of the resources that use branch connections will not be used in this post.
This may change depending on feedback. Feel free to send a message to modes to suggest additional resources sticky or if there is a problem with existing ones. Don't suggest your own work. Mods will decide to add or remove resources afterwards. The views, thoughts and opinions expressed in the
links below belong exclusively to the creators, not necessarily r/headphoneadvice. Categories sorted by content/user quantity. Links sorted alphabetically. //www.head-fi.org/ //www.superbestaudiofriends.org/DIY-Audio-Heaven | Reviews, MeasurementsInnerFidelity | Articles, reviews,
MeasurementsRtings.com | Reviews, MeasurementsMax SettingsMetal571Resolve ReviewsHeadphone Glossaries Impedance Headphones Http://nwavguy.blogspot.com/2011/02/headphone-impedance-explained.htmlNwAvGuy Headphones &amp; Amp Impedance headphones and DAC
recommendation s Audiophile/Headphone References and Links .com/r/headphones/comments/8m1x1d/audiophileheadphone_references_and_links/Amir's Recommended List Ranked IEM List Lust Envy's Headphone Gaming Guide 2Posted by1 year25 21 Anyone comments know or have link to Z's
updated Reddit Headphone Guide Recommendation? I saw a new list that included Vokyl Erupts, Sennheiser HD58X Jubilees, etc. If anyone knows where I can find him or better yet, provide a connection I would highly appreciate. Thank you and I wish you in honor of day/night! This site uses Google
cookies to deliver its services and analyze traffic. Information about using this site is shared with Google. By using this site, you agree to its use of cookies. Cookies.
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